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Salvatore Robuschi’s activity started back in 1935 and since then the Company generational handover has focused on 

making high quality products. In the last fifteen years the Company has specialized in producing pumps with innovative 

features in terms of construction technology, application fields and components modularity. 

Through the precision casting used to build many parts (for ex. the impellers) and the special design, Salvatore 

Robuschi pumps guarantee great efficiency and low NPSH values. 

SALVATORE ROBUSCHI TODAY 

The most important aspects of the Company are a quick technical-commercial service, fast deliveries and flexibility to 

face with immediate requests. Salvatore Robuschi produces centrifugal pumps with closed or open impeller, according 

to DIN 24256-ISO 2858 rule, vortex impeller with full passage, channel impeller and multistage pumps.  

All of the produced pumps are built in stainless steel and in special alloys except for the multistage pumps that are 

made in cast iron. The production range includes also a lighter and cheaper series in AISI 316, with flow up to 90 m3/h. 

SERVICE 

Salvatore Robuschi, focusing on the after–sales service, is able to send spare parts in just 48 hours. 

Tapflo Group is an independent, Swedish, family owned, manufacturer and global supplier of Air operated diaphragm pumps, 
centrifugal pumps and other industrial process equipment.  

The company was founded in Kungälv, Sweden in1980 and has since then been working with design and manufacture of 
thermoplastic, metal and sanitary series diaphragm pumps and also with complete range of centrifugal pumps and industrial 
equipment. After years of dynamic development the company evolved into Tapflo Group with worldwide operations. 

Tapflo products and services are available in 75 countries on 6 continents. Tapflo is represented worldwide by own Tapflo Group 
Companies and carefully selected distributors assuring highest Tapflo service quality for our customers’ convenience. 
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www.tapflo.com 
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